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tional Society for Ryukyuan Studies, an Affiliate of the Association for Asian Studies. The
use of the AAS affiliate status in this manner
is one of the benefits that come with it.
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'92
in the Bahamas
Islands
Ryukyuanists! Here is another opportunity to
present your research findines and ideas about
Ryukyu and to broaden your perspectiveson
'92,"
islands: "Islands
the Third Islands of
the World Conference, building on the themes
'86 (Victoria,
d e v e l o p e da t I s l a n d s
Blitish
'89 (Hobart,
Columbia) and Islands
Tasmania).
'92
meets at the Nassau Beach Hotel ,
Islands
located on New Providence Island, part of the
commonwealth of the Bahamas, May 78-21, 1992.
F or details, please write to
Islands Conference
c,/o University Expeditions - Travel Cuts
180 MacEwan Student Centre
University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta
CANADA T2N 1N4
Phone: Q03) 282-7687
Fax: (403) 282_9233
'92 provides
a forum for the discusIslands
sion of issues of vital importance to the
islands of the world. Contributions are anticipated from specialists in academia, government,
and industry. Individuais with a specific or
general interest in challenges faced by isiands
are also welcome. Specific attention will be
given to islands of the Pacific, Indian, and

"' "' "' I

/SRS 1992 meeting in Conjunction with AAS
The Association for Asian Studies has approved a rneeting-in-r:onjunction for the ISRS.
The date and time of our functiorL are: Friday,
April 3, 1992;6.30 p.m. - 8.30 p.m. The ISRS
enjoys this privilege thanks to its status as
an affiliate of the AAS. We are grateful to the
AAS for keeping us as an affiliate and for the
benefits that the afiiiliate status affords us.
(The benefits and requirements of an affiliate
a-reenumerated in detail in Thz RyukyuanislNo.
7.) One more honor y)u can add to your pedigree
is to sign your narne as Member of the Interna-
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Atlantic Oceans, the }lediterranean Sea, and the
Caribbean.
Participants interes;tedin presenting papers
are invited to submit abstracts (rro more than
250 words) on any relevant topic. The Bahamas
meeting will also corLsiderthe question of the
next meeting place. Hopefully there will be a
delegation from Okina,wato present Rl.ukyu as a
'94candidate for the host of Islands

however,

Miyako shiden was hardly

an instant

SUCCCSS,

Shiden was popular among scholars and speciaiists outside Miyako. In 1935, Sudo Riichi
(A#fU-,1901-1975),
then in Taiwaa, published

stenciledcopies of Shiden,to stimulate researchon Miyako. (How this was possiblefor a

copyrighted book published only six years
earlier is an interesting question. )
In 1955, Ishimine Kenji(FfiffiH-),
a pubThe centennial of the birth of Ki)tomura Konin
lisher in Naha, issued a new edjtion, for which
TheMyakoHistoricalSociery(E.frrnF*LqffitrA) a w e l l - k n o w n O k i n a w a n h i s t o r i a n , H i g a
the 1001;h
commemorated
anniversaryof the birth
Shuncho(lh##iH{), contributed a foreword.
of Kiyomura Konin (FEfl'trtr) (1891-1929) Ishimine himself noted his reminiscenceson the
by a conference on h.is life and work held in
life and work of Kiyomura.
Hirara City on August 29, 1991.
Recently, in 1981, Yoshimura Gentoku (*t'J-fi+)
"father
Kiyomura is honored as
of the study
of Miyako published a photocopy edition. The
of Miyako history," for his major work on the
Yoshimura edition's postscripts include his own
(A
subject, Miyako shiden
History of Miyako)
observations on the value of the book.There are
(gfrEE) Qe27).
also notes on matters surrounding the book bv
In the preface for Shiden, Kiyomura notes
Kiyomura's son, Tsuneo ('tr*) then resident in
that the impetus for his study of Miyako histoTokyo and by NakamatsuKeiso ('ff{AHft), Kiyory came from a pupil of his at the Nanabari
mura's cousin and former chief justice of the
Elementary School. I'edagogy then included an
Superior Court of Ryukyu. These postscripts
extensive use of chiidren's stories from all
offer valuable insiehts into Kiyomura's life
pupil
over the world. One
askedhim, however:
and work and the social environment in which he
"it is nice to hear these stories from the rest
lived.
of the world, but are there any good stories to
Miyako shiden has stood the test of time.
tell about our own islands of Miyako?" KiyomuIt is to Mivako as Majikina Anko arid Shimakura
ra, shocked by this qrrestion and ashamed of his
Tatsuharu , Okinawa issennenshi(Hffi,eFffi,
ignorance of worthrn'hile stories to tell about
fi+$€*++-EJ ) (tgzs)is to okinawa.
H€'#E.}A
Miyako, began serious research on the islands'
In historiographical style, Shiden is modeied
(H+haE
mnngartmi
history. Shima
. lthough sources are not
on IssennenshiA
b)(tgZz), was
the prodgct of this stage of his research.
enumerated in convenient form in Shiden, IssenBy \925, a general outline of Miyako history
nenshi was among the references mentioned
had emerged. At this point, in conjunction
earlier in Goijinden (1925).
with the festival of the Miyako Shrine, he
In the Shidenpreface, Kiyomura iaments the
published a pamphiet containing ,excerptsfrom
failure of the scholarly community to take
his forthcoming boc,k, entitied Miyako goijin
Miyako seriously. FIe praises N. A. Nevskiy as
den ( Biographies crf Five Great Figures of
a singular exception. Nikolay Aleksandrovitch
(g6E'HAEi).
Mivako)
The tull version of his
Nevskiy (1892-1945),a Russian linguist then in
Miyako history was published in February 1927.
exile in Japan, visited Miyako for field work
Given the smallnesis and inactivity of the
three times in 1922, 7926 and 1928. A close
intellectuai community of Miyako at the time,
friend of Yanagita Kunio' s, Nevskiy paid spe-
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cial attention to Miyako. Kiyomura apparently
was an informant for Nevskiy during his 1926
visit in Miyako. On the basis of information
obtained from lliyomura, Nevskiy published three
articles in Minzoku(Rffi) (Ethnos), Voi. 2
( 1 9 2 7 )a n d V o l . 3 ( 1 9 2 8 ) .
Kiyomura s writings often show sl.rongfeelings.
His passionate love of his own birthplace leaves
no reader in doubt. He is sad that Miyako is
a backward community far away frorn centers of
civilizations. He is outraged by what he sees as
incompetenceand comlption of Miyako' s leaders.
He is aegrievedby the lot of Myako's unforhnate,
disadvantagedand pc,or.
In an epic publishedt in the Sakishima Shinbun
(Ishigaki, 1919), Kiyomura strongly identifies
with the tragic young daughter of a defeated
'Yonaguni.
She was taken
chieftain, lJntura of
prisoner and enslaveclin the household of the
victorious Nakazuni nu Tuyumya in Miyako.
The poem is written in the mixed Silro-Japanese
literary style and makes a powerfi-il emotional
impact by elegant lyrics and weiliorganized
stanzas.
It is ironic, however, that later in 1928,
Kiyomura reviews and re-edits a deteriorating
historical play (kurniodori) that celebrates
Nakazuni's feat in the war with Untura.
Foremost among the Miyako history specialists today is Mr. Shoji Nakasone('f'FHtRPt:1),a
Miyako resident. NakaLsonehas writtbn a serious
article on Kiyomura' s life, work and family
background: "On Kitromura Konin's Study of
Miyako,." Miyako Kenkyu, N 0.1 (1978)

( tFfif1,trEo;E#Wjtt::!'{_l fEfrffiftJ €IJTIJ€
(1978). Nakasone, equipped with rnodern historical methods, is setting new standards for
the study of Miyako history.
After Shider't,Kiyomura lived for two more
years. He edited Miyako folksongs, put them on
the modern musical scale, and published the
first collection in November 1927(EfrR;ffF)
Kiyomura died in January 1929. The Buddhist
epitaph on his tablet was "Bun'yo Ryosho
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Shinshi" ( Vtan of Faith with Well-demonstrated
Literary Achlevements) (AHRF'fFf)
.
First Impressions of Okinawa, by Suzanne and
GeorgeDe Vos.
As an experiencedscholar who has made many
previous visits to Japanesecities there was
much that looked familiar to George on his
first visit to Naha. For Suzanne, also much of
Japaneseculture had an expected look in the
buildings and roadside signs covered with
Kanji. But more overwhelming as a first impression for us was the sun, the August heat,
the variable deep blues of the surrounding
water, and in the countryside, dulcet air
perfumed with the scent of the tropics.
The most intense inner feeling generated
within us throughout our visit was our need to
respond to the kindness and generosity of
spirit of those we met. This friendly Okinawan
spirit exceededall our expectations and made
each day a pleasurableanticipation.
We were met at the airport by a smiling Mr.
Ken Miki, holding a poster with Sr.rzanne'
s face
prepared for the concert, A little later,
after depositing our bags at the Pacific Hotel
we met Mr. Shinichi Kyan. Shinichi and Ken
immediately provided us a trip by car up the
coast. Their conversation with us became
spirited. We quickly came to know each other
well . There was obvious mutual enjoyment of
each other's company. This was not to be
formai hospitality, but a heartfelt meeting of
sensibilities.
We visited a series of sites, ancient and
modern, scenic and artistic. We saw innovatively designed pottery created by a new generation of young Okinawans contrasted to old
ornate ceramic ossiaries, reflecting still the
reluctance to let fade from memory those of
one's family long departed. Old ruins of a
fortress favored flowing ramparts rather than
square sides. At their gates domestic dwellings no matter how humble, still featured

ceramic lion dogs ac,ting as guardians of the
families within, a distant suggestion of the
paiaces of old Chinil. New state of the art
resort hotels cover strategic panoramic bays
and inlets. So much of old and n.e$rstruck us
as a particular self conscious blending that
still bespoke of the uniqueness of the Rl'ukl'uan
awarenessof a separatepast.
At the conference itself, papers on history
recalled this past for us. We also iearned of
a contemporary introspective iirtenature that
chronicles what it is to be a self conscious
minority person not officially recognized as
such. Unique traditjons of langudge persisti
not only verbally, but in the langlrage of the
dance, and in messa€iesconveyed through folk
music. Ryukyuan forms of communication are
still alive in the practices of a significant
few. They act as symbolic rerninders that
continue to impart to all Okinaw4ns a living
sense of separate selverseven while mass modern
culture, Japanesest}'le, sweeps the air about
them with daily waves of television programming. Okinawans are participant citizens of a
complex new Japan that still curiously, in its
main stream, clings to a spurious illusion of
ethnic unity. This rnisperception denies the
past traditions of parentage of over five
p e r c e n t o f p r e s e n t d a y J a p a n e s ec i t i z e n s .
Those from special Bruraku, Korearis, Chinese,
Ainu, those of mixe,d European and African
ancestry, as well as those of the Ryuklrrs, are
ali also part of a truly multi-ethnic Japan!
Among. these Ryuklr'uans we were not simply
feted as strangers, w€l were taken in and treated with a warm spo.ntaneityusually for long
held friendships.
Everything was done to make Srzanne's concerl a success--from the publicity generated by
Mr. Ken Miki and the Ryukyu Shimposha (with
thanks to Mr. Ichiro Oyadomari,the president)
to the awesome abilitty of Mr. Kyan to jugele
innumerable conference-related activities while
chauffeuring Suzanne to rehearsals. There was
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also the inspired choice of selecting a most
gifted composer, Mr. Kenji Tekeuchi as the
sensitive accompanist. Having Governor Ota in
the audience made the occasion even more festive. His hospitality to George and Suzanne
was a hiehlight of the visit. Both before and
during the meetings, Eitetsu Yamaguchi was an
inobstrusive aid to us all .
George looks forward to helping into print
an incisive, informative volume that promises
to reach a wide audience both in the humalities
and in the social sciences.
Our first impressions make us look forward
with anticipation to a next meeting, and we
send our warm wishes via The Ryukyuanistto
al1 of you who helped make our first visit such
a success!
Professor Dauid L. Howell joins the /SRS
I am a newcomer to R:,rrk:.rranstudies, having
arrived at my interest by a circuitous
route--via Hokkaido. While there doing research for my doctorai dissertation I became
interested in the Ainu and their historical
relationship with the Japanese.That led to an
interest in groups, including the Ryukyuans,
that occupy an ambivalent position in Japanese
society, as well as a broader concern with the
nature of Japanese"homogeneity."
Ethnic and cuitural homogeneity is the last
major culturaiist expianation routinely invoked
to account for Japan's successin the modern
period--and not just by Japanesepoliticians
with a flair for provoking embarrassing international incidents. There is a veritable cult
of homogeneity, exemplified by the popularity
of the Nihonjinron literature and the endiess
stream of pseudoscientific theories of Japanese
uniqueness.
Contemporary Japan is indeed relatively
homogeneous, at least compared to similarly
sized countries, even if it is not the ethnic
and cultural monolith it is so often made out
to be. No doubt most people assumethat Japan

has always been homc,geneous, and that if anything the "purity" of the nation has been
compromised in the m,rdern period with an inJusion of Koreans and other foreigners. (Never
mind how they got to Japan.) In fact, as I hope
to demonstrate with a lnok I am now working on,
Japanese homogeneity is very muchL a product of
history, a political c,lnstruct that emerged in
the process of state formation and re-formation
in the Tokugawa and Meiji periods.
Despite enormous rlifferences in geography,
climate, culture, &nri history, Hokkaido and
Ryukyu -- and the Ainu and Ryukyuan
neonles -- h ave h arl similar experiences in
the Japan t[hat lies between them. Both were brought under the inditheir relations with

rect and incomplete authority

of the Tokugawa

state during the seventeenth century.
maintained nominal

Ryukyu

independence after being

invaded in 1609 by Satsuma. The Ainu, with a
much less sophisticatr:d culture than the Ryukyuans, enjoyed a dlfferent sort of autonomy.
Nonetheless,

by earl)' seventeenttr century the
Ainu had organized politically into a number of
broad, regional confederations that, undisturbed, mieht have cleveloped into a primitive
state.

After

the fiaiiure of the

Iast real

attempt by the Ainu to assert their independence, Shakushain' s Rebellion of 1669, the
native people were tied to the institutions of
the bakuhan state through

a daimyo intermedi*

ary, the Matsumae house. Like Rlrrkvu,

the Ainu

ostensibly retained freedom over their

own

affairs and most of their homeland was excluded
from the political bc,undaries of the bakuhan
state.

the Matsumae house and a buffer between Japan
and Russia for the bakufu.
After the Meiji Restoration Hokkaido and
Ryukyu received similar treatment. Under
pressure from the Western powers, the Meiji
state had to clearly define its borders and
establish its sovereignty over the people in
its territory. As a result, Hokkaido and Rl'uh.'u
w e r e f u l l y i n t e g r a t e d i n t o J a p a n e s es t a t e,
though both were treated as special, backward
areas.
The best way to establish that Hokkaido and
Ryukyu were really Japanesewas to assert the
Japaneseethnicity of the peoplesliving there.
Consequently, the Ainu arid Rvuhruans lost what
autonomy they had enjoyed under the Tokugawa
state, yet were denied full membership in the
Japanesestate. They were stripped of their
identities, and their languages and cultures
were suppressedby a state anxious for homogeneity whether the people aJfectedliked it or
not.
Today the Ainu and Ryukl'ual find themselves
in an analogousposition. They can quietly let
the remnants of their languages and cultures
disappear and hope eventually to assimilate
anonymously into the mainstream of Japanese
society. Or they fight a desperate battie to
preserve what they can before it is too late,
but at the cost of continued discrimination. I
suppose, though, there is really little they
can do. Given the state's commitment to homogeneity and the fact that culturai and linguistic decay have already taken an irreparable
toll, total assimilation will no doubt be the
eventual result. Japan will be the poorer for

In both cases, concerns for diplomacy and
trade encouraged the bakufu and its agents to
preserve the alien iclentity of the subjugated
peoples. So while the smail Ainu popuiation in
northern Honshu was gradualiy assimilated, the

[Professor David L. Howell is with the Department of History, University of Texas at Austin,
Texas 7BTl2.f

Ainu of Hokkaido were encouraged, even required, to maintairL their alien identity so
they might better serve as trading partners for

Tako.miyre
Go's
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G'iru.' by Leon A. Serafim
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Giru" Gim oi the
Takamine Go' s
Untama Forest] is a modern, surrealistic re-

telling of the Okinawan shibai story of a
Robin-Hood-like fisure who steals from the rich
and gives to the poor.
This movie won 1-he Grand Prize late last
autumn at the Hawaii Film Festival, at which I
saw it.

While

the movie had iits share of
ironic, mordant humc,r, and was pieced together
in an offhand, pleasantly avant-garde way (with
much support from Japan-mainland companies,
interestingly enough) , the single thing that
had me riveted in plzrce (perhaps, too, because
of a running tape recorder in my lap!) was the
fact that 99% of the m.ovie was spoken in Okinawan, with Japanese subtitles. It is interesting that a movie in this "dialect of Japanese"
requires subtitling thLroughout, fori the benefit
of Japanese audiences! (A1as, also for the

benefit of many Okirrawans.)
I was both entranced and thunderstruck

that

a fuIl-length

color movie could be inade in this
day and age utilizing the Okinawan language.
It was something beyond my wildest dreams!
Flere was a bold staternent indeed, that Okinawan
is a separate language, that it can be the
carrier for the dialogue of a hiehly
cated movie,

sophisti-

ba1l. What interested me about it, though, was
that there was practically no Okinawan in it.
This functioned as the backstop, so to speak,
for the Takamine movie.
Something is indeed going on, some sort of
sea change is occurring, when a director such
as Takamine can put together this his second
movie with an Okinawan.script, and where such a
movie can win a major film festival prize in a
foreign country.
FinaIIy as a linguist

I would like to find
out how Takamine wrote his script, or had it
written.

What sort of orthography was used to
write lines? Perhaps Takanime is not even aware
of it, but he is participating in the begin*
nings of a movement
Okinawan in written

to standardize modern
form.

I look forward to more movies performed in
Okinawan, and some day to perhaps much more:
classes, lectures, seminars, newspaper articles
carried out in Okinawan. I'd suggest that it is
time the Okinawan daily newspapers, which have
recently been featuring English-ianguage pages,
start featuring Okinawan-language

pages.

repression is always most effective when the people who are repressed are not
Linguistic

that Ohinawans have the perfect

right to use their language as a f1rll equal to
Japanese. This went against the deep and
unspoken current of belief and ideology, that
only Japanese may be, used to make a movie in
Japan, that Okinawan is just another dialect of
Japanese, and that tlLe most that anyone could
expect was a few w,crds of easily understood
dialect in any such movie, for local color.
Otherwise only stanclard Japanese is appropriate, the unspoken b,elief goes.
Indeed, the heroin was played by a Japanese,
but she spoke Okinar,van throughout. It was a
nice twist on the usural case, which would have
had the whole Okinavran cast speaking Japanese.
At about the same time in the same film
festival , I saw anot.her movie--to be sure a
moving

one-- about students at an Okinawan
deaf-and dumb school who trained to play base-
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aware of it, or when they are gotten to participate actively in it. That understanding is
present in the making of "Untama Giru," and
that is one reason why its insistence on using
Okinawan language is so powerful a statement.

Prof essor Heshihi' s new article
"Descriptive and Communicative Elements of
Language: A Proposai for a New Approach to
Grammar, " Japanese-Langunge
Education Around
(The
the Globe
Japan Foundation JapaneseLansuage Institute), VoL I (March 1991): pp.
729-744.
Thirty-five years after its revolutionary
debut, Chomsky' s grarnmar seems to have proven
itself to be not a truly universal grammar but
a failure by its own criteria: the "explanatory
adequacy."

This essay proposes a new approach to a
universal grammar. A new grammar that is intended to replace Chomsky's, however, must
satisfy Chomsky's criteria. To overcome the
limitations of Chomsk,y's grammar; it must
expand its scope to inr:lude social as weil as
cognitive factors.
The new grammar clescribed in this essay
reflects the views of sociolinguists and psycholinguists who have argued against Chomsky's
concept of innate linguistic competence. They
have pointed out that both social competence
and cognitive competen.ceare indispensable to
properly account for la.nguage.
This essay offers a model that explains how
the two essential competencies interact with
each other while aiso interactine with the
environment, and how these dual interactions
eventually develop a merntalschema that stores
in memory metaphors of our experience. The
writer attributes language to this metaphor
system in the cognitive structure. The proposed
grammar is based on this model .
[Professor Heshiki is the author of.Comnu,tnicating in Japatuse,1990,noted tn The Rykjtmne s l N o . 1 0 .1
Mr. Todes's impressio',ns
of the New Orleans
AAS-ISRS Pannl
I Ur. Brian Todes is a loyal member of the
AAS and the ISRS. His attendance rate for the
AAS meetings is almcst perfect. After each
annual meeting, Jre sends in a voluminous report. With thanks, rivepresent below an
abrideed and edited version of his 1991 AASISRS report. l
In New Orleans, on .Friday, April 12, 1991,
at the 50th anniversar)/ of the Association of
Asian Studies, a group of academicsspecializing in Ryukyuan studies gathered for the presentation of their views and discussions of a
subject officialiy titled; "Ryukyu and Japan:
The Politics of Language and Culture iir a
'
Homogeneous' State."
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The discussions brought out that the Japanese government, since the Meiji takeover of
the Ryukyu nation, has done almost everything
it could to discourage the nationals of the
former kingdom from considering themselves as
still part of their proud nation.
The speakersfocused on one main theme: the
survivai of Ryukyuan ethnicity under the pressure of the central goverment for Ryukyuans to
assimilate into the Yamato State and to disappear as a separately identified group. The
consensus among the speakersand many discussants from the audience was that the Ryukl'uan
language is already so far along the way to
disappearancethat very little, if anything,
can be done about rescuing it. However, the
Iively discussion at the end of the lectures
did strongly lean toward the idea.that the
R:.'ukyuan people as an ethnic group would survive long beyond the disappearanceof Ryukyuan
as a national language.
Here are what seemed to be some tentative
conclusions at this meeting:
1) Ryukyuan language: As a regular spoken
communication among Ryukyuans, it will disappear after another 10-20 years unless some
drastic action is taken, which seems unlikely
for current and historical reasons.
2) Japanesediscrimination: The Ryukyuan
ethnic identity wili remain, but the Japanese
government will strike out at anyone who persists in seeming to be different. The government will continue actively, openly, covertly,
directly, subtly, clearly to suppress Ryukyuans' differencesfrom mainlanders.
In response, the backbone of the Ryukyuans
wiil stiffen with resistance to becoming identical with the mainland people. Ryukyuans in
protest will cling to customs, folklore, tradition.
3) Ascendancy of Japan in the eyes and
hearts of Ryukyuans. Loyalty to a Ryukyuan
people may seem difficult to sustain right now
if you are living on Okinawa and seeing the

wonders of Japan on TV. But TV viewers on
Okinawa can also see the tremendous pressure on
the ordinary citizens to conform to the government's authority over every aspect of Japanese
life. What do the citizens obtain in return?
What do they get for giving up neariy all
rights to individuality?
Fortunately, the Ryukyuans can read their
own daily newspapers that have far less selfcensorship about what is happening in Japan
than do the mainland newspapers. The news
about what is good and what is not so good

leveis of Japaneselanguage courses with a few
graduate courses in JapaneseLanguage lineuistics and iiterature so that students may be
abie to elect Japaneseas their minor. She is
looking forward to working with motivated and
intelligent students of Georgia Tech.
Dorothy Perkins presented a panel on the
theme "Music arid Dance of Japan and the Ryul'lru
Islands, " at the meeting of the Mid-Atiantic
Region Association for Asian Studies at Lock
Flaven University, Pennsylvania, on Novemtnr 2,
1991. She also gave a paper entitled "Reli-

about mainland Japan can be found if searched
out.
Is Japan in the asc,endancyin the world of
nations? Does being roomentarily the richest of
the major nations per capita enhance Japan's
respectability among Ryukyuans?
That is hard to judLge. But one of the panel

gious Festival Dances of the Ryukyu Islands."
Sachiyo Ito was another ISRS member on the
panel presenting a paper "Kuicha, the Folk
Dance of Ikema Island."
'
Before and after Naha 91, several ISRS
members promoted its significance via newspaper
columns and interviews. The ISRS appreciates
their efforts. A non-exhaustive list of them
includes: George deVos, Teruo Hiyane, Hiroshi
Kakazu, Shinichi Kyan, Seigen Miyazato, Michaei
Molasky, Kiyoshi Nakachi, Steve Rabson, Mitsugu
Sakihara, Leon Serafim, Frederick Shiels,
Amanda Stinchecum, Koji Taira, and Eitetsu

members pointed out that when Japan is in
ascendancythe Rvulcyuans seem weak and dependent, and when Japan needs to look after itself
the Ryukyuans

gain independence.

Makaiga,

Okinawa?!
Member news
Rumiko Shinzato was appointed Assistant
Professor in the Modern Lapguages Department,
as of fall
Georgia Institute ofTechnology,
1991. Georgia Tech has been kno#n as one of
the premier institutes of technoiogy in the
nation and is the home of the nationai champion
football team. In addition, it was selected
recently as a site for the 1996 Olivmpics village. A growing

international

spirit is not

coincidental to the implementatiorl of a Japanese language prograln in Tech's I$odern Languages Department, which had been strongly
European language-oriented. The Modern Languages Department is; highly suppgrtive of the
Japanese language program and hopes that the
Japanese program will achieve a nationai distinction. Rumiko aims, to develop the program to
the extent that it can offer at least all the
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Yamaguchi.
Some of Naoshi Koriyama's poems are translated into Italian: Poesie, a cura di Renzo
Ricchi, presentazionedi Edward Lueders
(forum/Quinta Generazione, 1990). Naoshi, a
Toyo University professor of Enelish literature, has been writing poems in English ' He
has published numerous books containing selections of his poems, one of the iatest being
SelectedPoems 1954-1985, mentioned in The
Ryukyuanisl No. 7.
Tomonori Ishikawa and Koji Taira contribute
a chapter to Status Influences in Third World
Labor Markets, edited by James G. Scoville
(Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1991).
The chapter is entitied "The Geographical
Distribution of Emigrants by Piace of Origin:
The Case of Okinawa." the authors wish to offer
to any interested reader a copy of the working

paper that has developed into this publication.
It may be obtained by writing to either author.
A throw-in. Professor Randali Kennedy of
Harvard Law school founded Reconstruction,a
magezine for the A-frican-American intelligentsia. The founder wantecl the magazineto be "a

on the ideology, sovereigntlr, and sl.mbology
of Ryukyuan kingship. Feature articles are
contributed by some of the active Ryukyuanists in Okinawa and Japan: Furuhashi Nobutaka, "The Demise of a State;" Aato Susumu,
"Gusuku and Kingship;" Tonaki Akira, "Impli-

pluralistic organ, premised on open intellectual discourse, with sacrcldcows up for grabs."
This is an ideal The l?yukyuanistcan share.
Would The Ryukyuanist some day grow into a
journal like that!

cations of Ancient RyukyLranKingshipi" [<emiya Masaharu, "The Ideology of Kingship as
Seen from the Omoro Soshi;" Tsuda Hiroyuki,
"Local Priestessesand Kingshipi" Suetsugu
Satoshi, "Agriculturai Rituals and the
Kingi" Maehira Fusaaki, "State Ceremonies
and Kineship;" Nakasone Shoji, "Kingship as
seen from the Political Integration of
Southern Rvukvu."
Comparativist implications of this intensive
discussion of Ryuhruan kingship are unavoidable. The character and functions of the
Japanese tenno offer a read.y comparison.
More broadly and much more soundly from an
academic standpoint, the concept of "theatre

Publications ( II)
Okinawa Kyokai (Y+ffit#r*) (Okinawa Society),
[Monthly] Okinaun. f'he latest issue received
is March, Heisei 3.
Idern. Okinawa Studies Series, Nos. 103-111.
Each number is a parrLphletdevoted to selected problems facing Olkinawai e.g., Kudeken
Kenshin, "The Second Development Plan and
Future Problems" (irr Japanese) (No. 107).
Okinawa Labor & Economic ResearclhInstitute,
L & E, Nos. 35-36 (January 1991). A special
issue, entitled "Whirte Paper on Okinawan
workers. " The executive director of this
institute is an ISFLScharter member,
Shinichi Kyan.
Idem. Gaisetsu.Okinnun nn rod1 keizai(M#,1#ffi,0)
frlgJffi'ffi) (An Outiirre of Okinawa's Labor
Economy),revisededition. Naha, 1989.
ron (t -f + v r"Afrlgt
Idem. Readings.RodoshijZi
ffiffi) (Labor lvlarkets).Naha, 1990. A collection
of previously publishe,darticles or sections of
books by various authors, edited to fit a
program of instructions on labor economics with
special reference to Okinawan experience.
Okinawa Prefecture, Shiryo Henshujo (Office for
the Compilation of Historical Materials) .
Okinaraa Shiryd Henshujo Kiyd (i+f€Ef+
ffiRFlifrery) (Journal), No. 1 (March 1976) No. 13 (March 1988),
Okinawa Times-sha. StbinOkivnun Bunsaku (ffi
i+#EA+) (Okinawan L,iterature, New Quarterly), No.85 (September1980). A specialedition
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state"(Clifford Geertz) serves as a robust
framework for discourse on the generalities
of Ryukyuan kingship. The expansion and
consolidation of the powers of the king are
additional materials for further theorizing
on the formation of the state.
Idem. Thz Cross:ZL-seiki e vn yokan (f . 2 u z
21frfid,\O?ffi) (Premonitions for the 21st
Century). Naha, 1988.
A collection of conversations that Kawamitsu
Shinichi, poet, Iiterary critic , and the
director of the Times Division of Cultural
Activities, has had with public figures and
men of letters over the years.
Okudaira, Shigeo. Okirmwa-Miyakojima no aru
hyuka ni nokosaretakomonjo no kaidoku to

su(i+ffiE'freod IHXc& 3 h/c fiI€
soynkdsat
o)ffiffi, L Z D4*)

(Decipherine

and Analysis

Finds at an Ancient House
Okinawa). Private publication.

of Documentary
in Miyako,

Tokyo , 7987.
The author, practicing physician in Tokyo,
is an offshoot of the ancient house, which

apparently traces its roots to men of the
Taira clan, who defeatedby the Minamoto at
Dannoura, drifted as far south as Miyakojima.
Rabson, Steve. Okirurun: Tun PostwarNouellas.
Berkeley:Universil[y of California Institute
of East Asian Studies, 1989.
Randali, William T. Okirnun's Tragedy: Sketchzs
from the Last Batitle of WTVYII.Ginowan,
Okinawa: Aki Shobo, 1987.
Suzuki, Teruko. Dete oide, KIIIMUNOI (Come
(Naon out, Kijimuna!) (('(*dt'T+ty^j--)
rashino,Chiba:Yu Cosmos, 1990).
A novel. Its heroirre, Yoshino, is a child of
mixed blood born in 1946 between a Caucasian-American Army medic and an Okinawan
woman. The medic returns to the U.S. to
finish his medical training. Later, he
revisits Okinawa, by which time the deserted
wife is re-married to an Okinawan. A custody
dispute over Yoshino erupts. An arbitration
by an Army officer settles it in favor of
the mother.
Yoshino, a red-haired girl of distinctly
Caucasian features, grows up as an Okinawan
girl under the protection and guidance of
her stern but kindly traditional upper
class Ryulcyuan gran.dmother. Okinawan culture
generously accomnnodatesand nurtures the
unusual child.
Yoshino is often lonely. Her grandmother
comforts her with stories of Kijimuna,
Okinawa's fun-ioving tree fairy, said to be
red-haired like her. She calls I'Dete oide,
Kijimuna!" But her calls are never answered.
Yoshino goes through the regular cycles of
school education. l\t the end of high school,
she faces a problern of choicei where next,
college in the U.Si. or Japan? She chooses

'Japan. Aboard the Tokyo-bound 1iner, she
Iooks Iongingly toward the shore and sees
something distinctly red-haired,though
blurred in outline, in the shadow of a rock:
Kijimuna! It finally has come out of the
woods, to see her off.
Taira, Eiken (+RXH),
e d . Y u n a p aS i i z u
Tuyumya toryu kyuseki hi fukugen kinenshi
lication to Commemoratethe Re-erection of
the Historical Monument Marking the Sojourn
of Yunapa Siizu Tuyumya). Naha, 1989.
Yunapa, a chieftain of Miyako, who had been
defeatedin power struggles in Miyako, visited Chr:zan in 1390 and pledged fealty to the
kine of Chuzan. With Chizan' s backing,
Yunapa became a paramount ruler of Miyako
and Yaeyama, venerated as "Siizu Tuyumya"
(divine, renowned father). The prewar monu*
ment marking his footprints in Okinawa was
destroyed in the Battle of Okinawa. His
offsprings, now numbering thousands, raised
funds and erected a new monument in its old
cifa

University of British Columbia, Ryukyu Archaeological Team (Richard Pearson, leader).
S u b s i s t e n c ea n d S e t t l e m e n t i n O k i n a w a n
Prehistory - Kume and lriomote. Vancouver,
Canada, 1981.
University of the R]'ukyus, Faculty of Law and
Letters , Keizai kenkw (Economic Review) ,
No. 41 (March 1991).
Articles in this issue are of general philosophical or theoretical nature. There is one
empirical paper on Okinawan experience,
however: Hitoshi Tominaga, "A Study of CPI
in Naha." There is also an article in German: Yoshitaka Matsuda, "Entfremdung und
Kanitalismus."
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